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Class of 1969
(continued)

David J. Lencioni
- Constance Mathisen
  Marshall
Pamela Wait Miles
Jean Wilhelms Moore
Lawrence W. Moore
- Janice Pope Mulvaney
  Erica Overberger-Greenbaum
  Kimberly Adams Post
Janis Russell Rose
Pamela Rose-Rennolds
James R. Ruppel
Arthur C. Spires
▲ Mary Kay Gaunt Stinson
  Michael R. Tang
  Donna Chase Turnbaugh
  Michael R. Webster
  Barbara J. Yocom

Old Main Society
  Ira Gold
  Charles L. Morin
- Daniel J. Murray
  Linda C. Pohle
  Marilyn Dountz Porterfield
  James A. Robertson
  Ralph Walter

In Memory Of
  Chester James Hill
  Nancy Mariner
  Bruce S. Shadbolt
  Albert C. Young
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